How to Make the Best Use of your 6 Head Golf
Club Groove Sharpener
It's easy to use! You just need to get the hang of it.
Your New Golf Club Groove Sharpener
The grooves on your golf club are vital to both backspin and ball control on the golf course.
Sharpening the grooves may be something that you have never considered doing before - but
worn down grooves will not give you the control or backspin you’re looking for.
With the proper tools, it is a relatively straightforward task to repair the grooves of your club - it
should take less than 10 minutes per club.
Step 1: Clean the club face
You should use warm, soapy water - a little bit of washing up liquid will do the job - and a scrubbing
brush. Remove as much of the built up debris from between the grooves as you can.
Step 2: Protect the club face
This is an important step - you want to protect the club face from slipping with the sharpener. Use a
couple of strips of electrical tape at either end of the grooves to protect the face, so that when
you’re running the sharpener up & down the grooves it is halted & protected by the tape at the
ends of the grooves.
Step 3: Begin re-grooving
Draw the groove sharpener through each groove using a 45-degree angle at first to start the
process. Don’t use too much force to begin with - and keep that angle for the first few ‘draws’ up
and down the groove. You’ll get a feel for it as you progress - but don’t go at it full strength at first
until you’re comfortable with the process.
Step 4: Vertical adjustment as necessary
Try now changing the angle of the sharpener so that it is more vertical. This will help to re-create
the original depth that the grooves had when the club was new. Your groove sharpener has a
restrictor so that it cannot go too deep (beyond PGA regulations).
Step 5: Lubricate if needed
If you find that your sharpener is sticking a little - you can use some lubricating oil to help the
process. I’ve used both WD-40 and light cooking oil to good effect. Wipe away the excess lubricant
with a cloth.

FAQs
How often should my irons be re-grooved?
There is no fixed answer to this as every situation is different. A decent rule of thumb though would
be to re-groove every 15 - 20 rounds of golf. You’ll need to experiment to determine what
frequency is best for you.

How many passes with the groove sharpener across each groove should I make?
Again, a decent rule of thumb is that you should make 5 - 10 passes on each groove. Of course,
it’ll depend on the age & condition of your club face, so keep going until they look & feel much
improved.
Will I be damaging my irons?
Of course, running a sharp, hard object across your clubs has the potential to damage them - but it
is unlikely. Take the precaution mentioned above with the electrical tape, and you’ll certainly
minimise that risk. And make a few passes with the sharpener at ‘medium force’ to get the feel for
it. The greatest risk for damage is in sliding off the end of a groove if you haven’t put the electrical
tape in place!

What are the differences between the 6 cutters on the sharpener?
The photo below shows which heads are “U” grooves and which heads are “V” grooves. This
should assist you in figuring out which heads to use based on your clubs groove type. There are
multiple cutters for each type - 3 U cutters, and 3 V cutters. The U groove is less sharp - a bit flatter
at the end.

Which cutter type (“U” or “V”) do I use to re-groove my irons?
Unfortunately, this is not straightforward - the only sure way to determine whether you have U or V
grooves in your clubs is to contact the manufacturer. That being said, there is good information on
golf club grooves from the USGA - which you can find here: http://www.usga.org/grooves/. They
also provide a series of common questions and answers here: http://www.usga.org/rules-hub/
grooves/common-questionsanswers.html
From my own experience I would say that if you can’t find out from the manufacturer directly, then
use the head which most accurately reflects the groove shape on your newest / least damaged
iron. Try for a snug fit from the groove sharpener - where the sharp head is not going to dig too
deep into the groove (making the groove too deep - and possibly in breach of regulations), and it
provides a comfortable feeling when passing the length of the groove.
My cutters are now dulled - can I replace the cutter head itself?
Though our cutters are as durable as possible - they’re made with quality hardened steel - they will
wear over time. Right now, we don’t sell replacement heads - although these are available on
Amazon from other sellers - we do plan on selling replacement heads in the coming months.

